Boxers Place Second in Championship

By Jack Shor

The City College boxing team was barely housed out of its first place position in Intercolligate championship at Backnell Saturday by the narrow margin of one point.

The team placed second and their opponents were getting their way to the finals and led Bucknell 14-13 until the last bout of the evening when Sid Emmer suffered the second defeat of his college career and the championship was lost.

Meanwhile, over at Lancaster, Phil Ginsberg was grappling his way to second ranking in 175 lb. class at the National College, and Wittenberg defeated Punk Steg. Steg of Michigan State in the 163 lb. class, to force his final bout to two extra periods before dropping the decision to Curtiss Grimes of Illinois.

Mart Kaufman, 127 pounder, was the only City boxer to gain a victory. Kaufman defeated Captain Paul Miller of the House Plan, after having won his semi-final bout by a technical K.O. at Topel, in the 135 lb. class, lost by a technical K.O. in the second round to Parry of the 40 Club.

'40 Club To Hold Election Thursday

Laying the groundwork for a permanent class alumni association, a temporary steering committee consisting of Herbert Ward, Jack Reidenbach, Philip Golden, Julius Levin and Victor Blatt will conduct elections for the offices of the '40 Club Thursday at 12 noon in Room 904.

Members of the class of '40 will be asked to choose a president, vice-president, treasurer, secretary-treasurer, corresponding secretary and correspondence manager.

As outlined at the last meeting, the purpose of the organization is to foster and maintain those memorabilia associations which the members of the class may have during their four years of graduate work at the college. Toward this end, the club will hold weekly meetings, follow every show, and sponsor an alumni dance to be held April 15 in the Pauline Edwards Theatre.

Tickets, priced at $1.50 to $2.50, may be purchased by writing to the campaign committee at 1111 1st Street and St. Nicholas Terrace, N. Y. C., or by contacting downtown selling agents.

First City Boy-Meets-Girl Dance Upset by Informality, Outsiders

Despite the announcement made last week in The Ticker that it would be necessary for attendance to the Friday gym dance sponsored by the Girls' Hygiene department and various school organizations, the attendance at the event was overwhelming.

The Commerce Center girls and the Commerce Hygiene department were upset over the entire affair. Earlier in the week 140 girls and 100 boys were expected to attend the dance and to encourage the City Boy-meets-City Girl pattern.

Several of the City girls attending for the first time were amazed at the informality of the boys who came ticketless and showed no interest in the dance. Many of them were so obviously waving that many of them were obvious in the dancers.

The dance, itself, marked the first time that the Commerce girls and the Commerce Hygiene department were upset over the entire affair. Earlier in the week 140 girls and 100 boys were expected to attend the dance and to encourage the City Boy-meets-City Girl pattern.

The Commerce Center girls and the Commerce Hygiene department were upset over the entire affair. Earlier in the week 140 girls and 100 boys were expected to attend the dance and to encourage the City Boy-meets-City Girl pattern.

Several of the City girls attending for the first time were amazed at the informality of the boys who came ticketless and showed no interest in the dance. Many of them were so obviously waving that many of them were obvious in the dancers.
Monday Moanings
By Sid Talker

Tune: Melody: "What a Wonderful World" by Louis Armstrong.乐器: Piano, Solo.

《The Thirst of the Mornin》

The Thirst of the Morning, a new play by Sidney E. Talker, will be presented at the College Auditorium on Friday, April 8th. The play, directed by Professor Albert H. Bauer, examines the relationships between students and faculty members at a fictional college.

Sponsored by the English Department, the performance will feature a cast of students and faculty members. The play is based on real-life situations that have occurred in the college community, offering a unique perspective on the challenges faced by both students and faculty.

The Thirst of the Morning promises to be a thought-provoking production, highlighting the importance of open communication and understanding between different parties within the academic setting.

Monday Moanings 
By Sidney E. Talker

Stagnant Times: Haverford College

Haverford College is facing a period of stagnation, with students and faculty members feeling a lack of engagement and innovation. The college's administration has attempted to address these issues through various initiatives, but the students voice concerns about the effectiveness of these efforts.

Recent initiatives include the creation of a new academic program and the implementation of a comprehensive sustainability plan. However, many students express dissatisfaction with the pace of change and the focus on short-term gains rather than long-term goals.

This stagnation is reflected in the academic performance of the students. Despite the availability of resources and support, many students struggle to find the motivation to complete their work.

The college community is encouraged to come together and work towards creating a more dynamic and innovative environment. By fostering a culture of collaboration and innovation, Haverford College can overcome its current challenges and reinvigorate its spirit.
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Continuing its series of educational lectures, Theatron, dramatic society of City College, will present Michael Jackson of the Group Theatre at its next meeting on Thursday at 7 p.m. in room 406. Mr. Gordon will speak on "The History of the Group Theatre." Clifford Odets, Luther Adler, Morris Carnovsky, and Marion子 of the Group whose work Mr. Gordon will discuss.

In its effort to help the semi-annual art show, Theatron plans to present a series of one act plays every other week in the auditorium. There will be a nominal subscription price for the entire series, according to President Sid Wittenberg.

Applicants for auditions for Theatron will present themselves at the Public Speaking office, room 436, on Monday at 7:15 p.m. with a dramatic selection.

Preliminary auditions for the Individual Players' Association audit will be held on Thursday at 12 noon in the Public Speaking office. Those who fail in the preliminary auditions will be held at 36th Street. Any expenses of those chosen to compete in the final will be the responsibility of the student.

---

**Bill Curbs Free Press**

Says Newspaper Guild

Editors of ten student publications and three student newspapers at the City College have been enrolled in the AUO sponsored program for "education in democracy," the Human Rights Roll Call. A spokesman for the organization announced last week.

Further faculty support was given by the recent endorsements of the Roll Call by Dr. Sutherland, Professor Albrecht, and Professor Weirnberg.

The Roll Call is a forum for the National-Student Assembly for Liberal Action, to take place in December. The 250,000 student signatures expected to be obtained in support of the Roll Call's seven-point program will serve as a basis for the drafting of a minimum progressive program in support of the New Deal.

The signatures gathered thus far send the 23rd Street A.U.W. chapter one-third of the way toward its goal of 400,000 signatures by the Peace Strike, which will be held in the middle of April.

---

**Student Photos To Be Taken by College**

All Education students must file their photographs in the Education department office, it was announced. Arrangements have been made for a college photographer to take these photographs, without charge to the students, every day this week in the Faculty Lounge on the 4th floor. Photographs will also be offered.

---

**It's a Good Bet**

To Patronize Your Co-op Cafeteria

Serving most delicious soups, salads, soda fountain drinks, a menu made with whole foods, and HORTON'S ICE CREAM, famous since 1851 for its rich flavor, smooth texture and pure ingredients.

---

**Students Served**

Freshmen Filled!
Sophomores Satisfied!
Juniors Jubilant,
Seniors Sustained

All Appetites Appeased At KELLOGG'S

2 stores on 23rd Street

---

**Plan Survey of Graduation Requirements**

The faculty survey committee decided last week to make an examination of the theses and foreign language requirements at the college.

Ordinarily, the candidate for the B.A. degree takes Eco. 100, Business Bibliography, in his first year, and then writes the thesis during his senior year.

This system is now under investigation and possible recommendations from the committee will be presented for the release of the final report.

---

**Fraternity Holds Dance At Capitol**

The Beta Chapter of Sigma Thet Delta will hold its first annual dance Saturday evening in the famous Mahan Hall at the Hotel Capitol, announced Cyril Fritz, chancellor. Consecutively going on 9 p.m. until dawn will be provided by The Herman Orchestra.

---

**Drum Soc Presents What's The Youth**

APRIL 6, 7, 8, 9... Prices 35c. - 81.00

PAULINE EDWARD THEATRE

Dancing Afterwards

FANNY HURST SAYS:

"IT STRIKES STRAIGHT TO THE HEART OF HUMANITY?"

"GRAND ILLUSION""